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Appeal

Public consultation; closed on 30 April 2018

Highlights:

• Judicial review

• Even more difficult to file new facts, evidence, arguments, 

requests on appeal

• Even more difficult to get extensions

• Mandatory written communication before oral proceedings

• Time limit for written decision
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The Enlarged Board of Appeal

• G1/16 – Undisclosed disclaimers essentially confirming G1/03

• Two successful petitions for review

• R4/17 – Patent maintained as granted by OD, Opponent 

files appeal. Notice of appeal and statement of grounds 

not received by Patentee. First finds out with decision 

TBA

• R3/15 – Claim construction only for the first time clear 

from written decision TBA; consequences for problem 

solved in PSA. 

Request for appointment new Board denied, but two of 

its members retired in the meantime



Formalities – admissibility appeal

• T735/13 – appeal opponent inadmissible as no objections to 

the claims maintained by OD during OPs in first instance

• T611/15 – appeal patentee inadmissible as not adversely 

affected / all requests withdrawn other than the one upheld 

by the OD

• T846/16 – appeal based on new arguments admissible in view 

of surprise at oral proceedings in first instance



Formalities – new document / ground

• T510/13 – Document late filed not admitted. Strategy of initial search 

filed to show that it could not have been filed earlier. Board criticizes 

search strategy

• T1340/15 – Admissibility of a new ground for opposition in the first 

instance (applying G10/91): the “prima facie” test for admitting the 

ground for opposition pursuant to Art. 100(c) EPC is not to be 

interpreted so narrowly as meaning that it must be possible to 

definitively conclude “at first glance” that Art. 123(2) EPC is actually 

infringed. In the present case, in view of the evident ambiguity of the 

language used in the passage …., the opposition division had a valid 

reason for admitting the new ground, especially as the allegedly 

infringing features would have likely played a role in connection with 

novelty and/or inventive step



Formalities – claim requests

Claim requests filed at appeal stage:

• Inadmissible if they could have been filed in first instance 

(T2046/14; T195/12)

• If not admitted in first instance, it must be explained why 

first instance dep’t exercised its discretion incorrectly 

(T1176/13)

• Must be explained why they are allowable (T1120/12; 

T2598/12; T420/14)



Formalities – claim requests

Claim requests filed at appeal stage:

• T2324/14 – Examining Division did not admit request 

because not prima facie allowable. But reasoned with so 

much detail that it was effectively examined. Thus, 

admitted on appeal

• T1632/14 – New features in claims requiring a different 

technical problem not admissible in a new claim request 

filed at appeal stage (judicial review / G10/93)



Formalities – varia

• T243/14 – multiple independent claims in opposition allowed. 

Rule 43(2) EPC not applicable

• T1476/14 – challenging testimony witnesses on appeal. Board 

is not going to revisit credibility of witness testimony. All 

arguments in this respect already considered by OD.

• T2036/12 – CEO of patentee could speak in any case because 

he could represent under Art. 133 EPC; G4/95 not applicable



Formalities – varia

• T1955/13 – alleged public prior use by opponent in principle 

inadmissible if not already in notice of opposition. In this case, 

filed after the 9 months period, but before oral proceedings 

OD. Opponent must have been aware of his own prior art.

• T609/12 – admissibility of new document: contrary to the OD’s 

opinion, a newly filed document does not have to be more 

relevant than the closest prior art in order to become relevant. 

Document admitted by Board as it was prima facie highly 

relevant and filed in response to OD’s preliminary opinion.



Patentability

• T551/11 – distinguishing feature is abstract idea and therefore not to be taken 

into account in assessment of inventive step (COMVIK T641/00 applied)

• T699/12 – Method for quantification of dose delivery in radiotherapy. Claim does 

not include step of irradiation. Methods used during therapy or surgery not 

excluded, only methods of therapy or surgery. Method only monitors treatment. 

No breach of Art. 53c EPC

• T1758/15 – Biocompatible injectable filler material (e.g. collagen) in radiation 

therapy. Filler reduces exposure to radiation of some tissue. Filler is not a 

“substance or composition” in the sense of Art. 54(4)/(5) EPC and G5/83. It is not 

an “active ingredient” as it has no therapeutic effect. Seamless fit of G2/08 and 

T1020/03 not accepted (or limited to “substances and compositions”)

• T1139/13 – animal diet qualifies as 2nd medical use. Use of a food composition 

for increasing antioxidant levels in a feline. Seamless fit of G2/08 and T1020/03 

accepted



Added matter – disclaimers examples

• T75/14 – undisclosed disclaimer not allowable. Removes more 

than necessary. Fundamental breach of G1/03, no need to 

wait for G1/16

• T632/12 – undisclosed disclaimer not allowable. Removes 

more than necessary and not in relation to accidental (before 

G1/16)

• T660/14: undisclosed disclaimer not allowable. Patentee 

contends that disclaimer only excludes incorrect interpretation 

but Board says it has technical meaning. Thus breach of Art. 

123(2) EPC (after G1/16)



Added matter – intermediate generalisation

• Essentiality test is no more: T1852/13 (31 January 2017); T46/15 (9 June 

2017)

• The essentiality test has been elaborated in the decision T331/87. The Board 

held that the replacement or removal of a feature from a claim might not be 

in breach of Art. 123(2) EPC if the skilled person would directly and 

unambiguously recognise that (1) the feature was not explained as essential

in the disclosure, (2) it was not, as such, indispensable for the function of 

the invention in the light of the technical problem it served to solve, and (3) 

the replacement or removal required no real modification of other features 

to compensate for the change

• The essentiality test could not replace the need to answer the question of 

what a skilled person would objectively have derived from the description, 

claims and drawings of a European patent application on the date of filing, 

known as the “gold standard”



Added matter – intermediate generalisation

• But, is still applied: T2100/14 (24 August 2017): “Therefore, the first 

criteria of the three-step essentiality test, which requires that the 

features were not presented as being essential in the disclosure is not 

met. Consequently, the requirements of Art. 123(2) EPC are not met.”

• T2599/12 (5 May 2017): Ultimately, the essentiality test is meant to 

provide an indication of whether an amendment complies with Art. 

123(2) EPC as interpreted according to the “gold standard”. It does not 

take the place of the “gold standard” and should not lead to another 

result than when applying the “gold standard” directly. Having 

considered compliance of the amendment with the “gold standard” 

directly and confirmed compliance, the discussion, for example, as to 

whether or not a teat cup in its entirety is indispensable for carrying out 

the invention is therefore moot

Footnote: decisions do not refer to each other



Added matter – varia

• T916/15 – mind willing to understand does not apply to Art. 

123(2) EPC. T190/99 talks about interpreting a granted patent 

(Art. 123(3) and 69 EPC)

• T299/12 – replacing “comprising” by “consisting essentially of” 

adds matter: ingredients disclosed in the application as filed as 

being optional become essential

• T1503/13 – adding features from description in principle does 

not violate Rule 137(5): amended claim contained all features 

of original claim 1 and inventive concept of original claim 1 still 

within the scope of the amended claim



Extension of scope

• T1471/14 – breach of Art. 123(3) EPC when amending a product 

claim to a use claim: the directly obtained product may be 

different (liquid to be added to milk amended to use of liquid as 

milk fortifier - fortified milk not previously covered)

• T1063/15 – breach of Art. 123(3) EPC when amending a product 

claim with the term “comprising” ingredients in certain ranges by 

limitation of generic ingredients to specific ingredients.

Such possible infringement of the requirements of Art. 123(3) 

EPC may be avoided by keeping in the amended claim the 

quantitative condition on the class of compounds as in the claim 

as granted and including an additional quantitative constraint on 

the nature (cf. for instance T1360/11)



Priority

• Applicant must be identical to applicant of priority 

application. If he is the successor in title, transfer must 

have been effected before filing date (T1201/14; 

T1103/15)

Partial priority after G1/15:

• Reverse: first application (T282/12)

• Published parent application not novelty destroying 

(T557/13 - basis for referral G1/15)



Novelty

• T843/15 – PowerPoint not prior art, although shown. Time too short, 

not certain everything presented

• T428/13 – oral disclosure must be proven by two declarations

• T1589/13 – summary of rules on evidence prior art/standard and 

burden of proof standard of proof for internet publications not generally 

higher (unlike in T1134/06 and T1875/06)

• Standard of proof is balance of probabilities (T2227/11). Unless only one 

party (usually the opponent) has access to information. Difficulty of 

proving a negative. Otherwise normal standard applies (T64/13). Burden 

of proof generally lies with one who affirms

• T1452/16 – public prior use by a third party. Claim defined product in 

terms of unusual parameters. Therefore opponents at a disadvantage 

and burden of proof on patentee



Novelty – clinical trials

• T790/11 – preliminary results clinical trials not 

prejudicial for novelty / inventive step

• T239/16 – patient consent forms prior art. Recipients 

(patients) were members of the public and were free, 

even encouraged, to discuss their enrolment with 

others. (claim was for dosage regime - plausibility trap)



Novelty – subranges

• T261/15 – end values have different implication than 

examples in purposive selection: the person skilled in 

the art would not, in the absence of further teaching in 

this direction, necessarily contemplate working in the 

region of the end-points of the prior art range, which 

are normally not representative of the gist of the prior 

art teaching



Inventive step – problem solution approach

• T855/15 – invention must be inventive also over remote art as CPA

• T1287/14 – CPA is an embodiment, not entire document

• T2304/16 – purpose does not have to be explicit in prior art. Document 

relating to same field may have implicitly the same purpose

• T15/15 – definition skilled team: can be from various fields without applying 

hindsight

• T259/15 – reasonable expectation of success: clinical trials not necessarily 

an undue burden. They could be done with healthy volunteers, were 

relatively simple and constituted a limited risk: In the Board’s view, the case 

law does not support the conclusion that the skilled person would 

systematically avoid “try-and-see” approach whenever testing on human 

patients is involved, regardless of the specific circumstances of the case

• T519/12 – example of assessment of inventive step without PSA



Plausibility

• T609/02 - medical effect in claim; some evidence of efficacy 

(in vitro, animal tests, etc.) needed before post filed data is 

taken into account

• Confirmed in T2571/12; T1255/11; T2500/12; T488/16; 

T950/13

Dasatinib (same Board):

• T488/16: not plausible; case law national courts discussed at 

length

• T950/13: plausible; post filed data admitted



Plausibility

• Prophetic example not sufficient (T1592/12)

• Single patient insufficient; no control group to exclude placebo 

effects (T1045/13)

• But: post filed data sometimes accepted even without data in 

application as filed (T2371/13)



Sufficiency and clarity

• T1817/14 – relation Art. 84 and 69 EPC: it is normally not 

sufficient for overcoming a clarity objection to indicate that 

the claim has to be interpreted in the light of the description. 

Even if it is possible to interpret a claim in the light of the 

description, Art. 84 EPC obliges the applicant to make that 

interpretation explicit in the claim language

• T1311/15 – if a technical effect is not in the claim, it cannot 

make a patent insufficient if it is not achieved



Clarity versus sufficiency (T646/13; 
T2301/12)

• The predominant opinion among the Boards is that the definition of the “forbidden 

area” is not to be considered under Art. 83 EPC

• Unclear definition of the boundaries of a claim pertains to Art. 84 EPC

• For insufficiency, it is necessary to show that the patent as a whole (i.e. not only the 

claims) does not enable the skilled person - who can avail himself of the description 

and his common general knowledge - to carry out the invention

• Serious doubts, supported by verifiable facts (burden of proof; T19/90) 

• If claims are drafted such that they exclude the subject-matter of the description and 

drawings, that is an issue of Art. 84 EPC (claims not supported) and not of Art. 83 EPC 

(T2301/12)

• Inoperable embodiments covered by literal wording of the claim do not render patent 

insufficient if the skilled person would exclude them as being clearly outside the scope 

of practical application of the claimed subject-matter (T1018/05; cf. open-ended 

ranges)
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